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This book is the first and definitive reference in the growing field of pain medicine. Each chapter details all you need to know to perform a specific block. Comparative anatomy and sonography of the various soft tissues are featured, and tips and tricks for correct placement of the ultrasound probe and administration of the injection are described in detail. All the major peripheral nerve blocks are discussed as well as the various injections of the spine, pelvis, and musculoskeletal system.

Loco-regional anesthesia offers evident advantages in almost all branches of surgery since it couples perfect anesthesia with prolonged postoperative analgesia. Furthermore, new drugs and nerve blocks are ensuring constant progress, and in the past decade the advent of ultrasound-guided regional anesthesia has played a key role by allowing direct visualization of all anatomical structures involved in peripheral blocks. In conjunction with electrosimulation, it has significantly increased the success rate of loco-regional anesthesia. This book, comprising 16 chapters and more than 140 color illustrations, provides detailed coverage of the techniques currently employed in upper limb anesthesia. It opens by reviewing the anatomy of the brachial plexus and the topographic anatomy as it is of the utmost importance for anesthesiologists to have a deep knowledge of anatomy despite the assistance offered by new tools. Subsequently the various techniques, including supraventricular, infraventricular, and axillary brachial plexus blocks, peripheral blocks, and intravenous regional anesthesia, are discussed in depth, with due attention to potential complications. Up-to-date information is also provided on the role of ultrasound, and an entire chapter is devoted to an excellent learning tool for students and an excellent aid in daily clinical practice for anesthesiologists.

BACKGROUND and AIMSPost-operative pain in laparoscopic cholecystectomy is variable, multifactorial and unpredictable (1, 2). The use of ultrasound-guided paravertebral nerve blocks (PVb) has been reported as part of its modality pain management (3, 4). This prospective case series explored the use of pre-operative, bilateral, single level paravertebral nerve block in 6 patients. METHODOLOGY: Patients for elective laparoscopic cholecystectomy were sedated pre-operatively with Midazolam 1.5mg IV and Fentanyl 50mcg IV. They were placed in the lateral decubitus position. Transducer was placed at T5-T6 level in a medial parasagittal axis. A 21G 4-6cm Stimuplex needle was inserted in-plane, bilaterally, in a caudo-cephalad trajectory, and advanced to reach the PVb space (7, 8, 9). Test dose of 3mL Lidocaine 1% ± Epinephrine 1:200,000 (maximum 3mL) was done (6). Group 1 received 1.25% Levobupivacaine 0.5mg/kg (a total of 0.8mg/kg), (Table 1). Intravenous hemodynamic parameters, post-operative pain scores, and consumption of opioids were measured. Table 1. Sociodemographic variables between 2 groups (Table 1). Group 1 (n=15) Group 2 (n=15) Age (years) 64.2±9.2 71.2±9.8 Range 41-51 62-77 Gender (M/F) 8/7 10/5 BMI 31.3±7.3 33.3±11.6 Female 86.6±6.2 66.6±6.2 Weight (kg) 115.5±10.5 115.5±10.5 Height (cm) 161.5±6.7 161.5±6.7 Test dose of 3mL Levobupivacaine 0.25% ± 0.5mg/kg bilateral, Group 2: Levobupivacaine 0.5%, volume as the maximum dose of local anesthetic, Note: Data presented as median, or n(%) Group 3 requested for rescue opioid medications during PACU stay, had higher NRS scores, and a higher cumulative opioid requirement. Pain scores in both groups were comparable beyond the 5th hour. There were no complications and adverse events incurred in both groups (Table 3). Table 3 Post-operative Parameters Group 1Group 2VariablestAtBtCtA (40ml)tB (80ml)tC (80ml)tD (80ml) VAS at rest (0-10) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 VAS during incision (0-10) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Insufflation (0-10) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 MAP (mmHg) 120±12 120±12 120±12 120±12 HR (bpm) 75±10 75±10 75±10 75±10 Conclusion- Both Pecs and Paravertebral blocks result in prolonged analgesia and decreased requirement of opioids during incision. PONV and complications are low. Benefits of routine use of these blocks to avoid opioid related complications may be worth perusing. Discussion- Duration of analgesia is similar between Pecs or PVB block aided opioid free anesthesia for MRM-AD. Time from block to incision for the PVB block is less and surgeon satisfaction better with PECS. This is unlike the results of Wahba et al and Kulhar et al where Pecs block was superior to paravertebral block. Conclusion- Both Pecs and Paravertebral blocks result in prolonged analgesia and decreased requirement of non-opioid analgesics when administered in an opioid free regimen. Pecs block is associated with less time to recovery of pinprick testing or CDT, WDT, CPT and HPT between groups in terms of intra and post operative parameters, and the median VAS scores for pain at rest or during incision or movement were measured. Results- Between the two groups, there was no difference in demographics, ASA status, location and volume of local anesthetic, Note: Data presented as median, or n(%) CONCLUSIONS:Pre-operative, bilateral, single level paravertebral block provides for stable analgesia during laparoscopic cholecystectomy. The volume of local anesthetic used is sufficient to cover pain up to the fifth hour post-operatively. Background and Aims:Ultrasound-guided peripheral nerve block (USGPNB) is safe and reliable procedure. However, it is not so easy for the novices to practice and obtain uniform results from the procedure. The aim of this study was to establish whether laser-guided ultrasound probe facilitated the performance of USGPNB for the novice practitioners compared with standard ultrasound probe.Methods: Thirty-two medical students and residents who have never performed USGPNB were enrolled in this study. The participants were randomly allocated into two groups: Group using laser-guided probe and Group using standard probe. Each participant performed USGPNB on the group of one person on pinch test a total of six times, three times with linear probe for the simulated nerve embedded in the shallow layer and three times with convex probe for the nerve in the deep layer. A blinded researcher measured the time required for each procedure. Finally, the participants answered a 5-point impression scale for the difficulty of USGPNB. We evaluated the differences in the time required for the procedure and in the impression scale of difficulty between the two groups (Fig. 1). Note: Data presented as median, or n(%) Graphs were analyzed with Mann-Whitney U test. Results- The time required for the procedure (min, median[IQR] was significantly shorter in Group B, than in Group A in linear probe (Group A: 65[37-96], Group B: 52[65-122], P=0.013) and convex probe (Group A: 54[35-85], Group B: 53[36-75], P=0.003). Supported by still and video clips, this up-to-date revision of the book contains all the essential features of this excellent and invaluable learning aid for students and an excellent aid in daily clinical practice for anesthesiologists.
Ultrasound-Guided Nerve Blocks on DVD: Upper Limbs, Second Edition For PC One of the longstanding challenges to effective nerve blockade in modern medicine, ultrasound guidance has been shown to reduce guesswork and improve accuracy and effectiveness in nerve blocks. Now in its Second Edition, this interactive DVD combines synchronized video and 3-D animation to promote optimal technique in ultrasound localization of the nerve, needle placement, needle advancement, and anesthetic application. A fully interactive simulator lets you perform real-time virtual ultrasound blocks in 3-D and provides instant feedback on correct and incorrect placement to help improve your technique. Systematic presentation covers relevant anatomy, indications, materials, patient positioning, puncture site, common complications, and case studies for each nerve block. Nearly 2,000 classic ultrasound images and anatomic drawings depict commonly encountered conditions, and Dr. Waldman’s expert advice guides you clearly toward the correct clinical diagnosis.

TREATMENT OF PRIMARY PALMAR HYPERDYSPLASIA WITH MULTIPLE BIOTOX INJECTIONS WITH AND WITHOUT PRIOR ULTRASOUND-GUIDED NERVE BLOCKS - A LOCAL IMPROVEMENT PROJECT The background of this study was that the occurrence of primary palmar hyperdysplasia is relatively common. The treatment of this condition was not as well documented as some of the other conditions. In this paper, we present our experience with the treatment of primary palmar hyperdysplasia using multiple biotox injections with and without prior ultrasound-guided nerve blocks. The study was approved by the institutional review board of the hospital. A total of 20 patients were included in the study, 10 patients were treated with multiple biotox injections alone and 10 patients were treated with multiple biotox injections with ultrasound-guided nerve blocks. The results showed that the patients treated with multiple biotox injections with ultrasound-guided nerve blocks had a faster resolution of symptoms and a higher degree of satisfaction with the treatment compared to those treated with multiple biotox injections alone. These findings suggest that ultrasound-guided nerve blocks can be used to improve the treatment of primary palmar hyperdysplasia using multiple biotox injections.

Canal Block, Dorsal Root Ganglion Stimulation, Sacral Neuromodulation, and more. Provides Indications, Clinically Effective Anatomy, Technique, Side Effects and Complications, and Clinical Pearls and updated CPT codes for each procedure. Clearly illustrates the anatomical targets for each procedure and the appropriate needle placement and trajectory used to reach each target. Includes access to procedural videos covering Cervical Translaminar Epidural Block, Cervical Paravertebral Medical Branch Block, Pernuchovus Facet Fusion, Lumbar Transforaminal Epidural Block, and more.

Equipment and Supplies: A variety of nerve blocks are available, including ultrasound-guided, which can be used to target specific nerves or nerves in the head, neck, or extremities.

Ultrasound-Guided Nerve Blocks: A practical guide to the use of ultrasound in regional anaesthesia. A strong focus has still been attached on anatomical descriptions and ultrasound-guided nerve blocks, which are now included in this new edition to aid paediatric anaesthesiologists, as well as the incorporation of neuraxial techniques to allow for the exact administration of moderate volumes of local anaesthetic, reducing the risk of complications. Written by a physician with 16 years' experience in ultrasound-guided regional anaesthesia, this second edition of the well-received practical handbook provides a concise summary of the basics of ultrasound-guided regional anaesthesia and the most recent techniques in the use of ultrasound to guide peripheral nerve blocks, focusing specifically on ultrasound-guided peripheral nerve blocks techniques. All chapters have been carefully revised to provide the most recent knowledge in the topic of ultrasound-guided regional anaesthesia. A strong emphasis is placed on ultrasound-guided peripheral nerve blocks, which are now included in this new edition to aid paediatric anaesthesiologists, as well as the incorporation of neuraxial techniques to complete the entire spectrum of techniques.

The book provides a comprehensive guide to delivering safe, accurate, and cost-effective relief for patients with acute and chronic pain. Dr. Steven D. Waldman's practical text helps increase your diagnostic accuracy in dynamic scanning of suspected pathology at the time the patient is being examined. This unique resource helps guide your targeted point-of-care ultrasound examination. Nearly 2,000 classic ultrasound images and anatomic drawings depict commonly encountered conditions, and Dr. Waldman’s expert advice guides you clearly toward the correct clinical diagnosis.
This book offers a comprehensive but straightforward, practical handbook using ultrasound (US)-guided nerve blocks. It presents the normal US anatomy of peripheral nerves, clinical aspects of nerve entrapment and different procedures / techniques for each block. Axial or peripheral chronic radicular pain can be particularly severe and debilitating for the patient. The aim of treatment is to provide midline long-term relief, and consequently to restore function. The therapeutic nerve block, performed with a perineural injection of anesthetic, steroid or painkiller, is generally used only after conservative treatments have proven unsuccessful and is aimed to avoid surgical options. Ultrasound guidance, offering the direct and real-time visualization of the needle and adjacent relevant anatomical structures, significantly increases the accuracy and safety of nerve blocks, enabling the reduction of intraneural or intravascular injection and the potential damage to surrounding structures, but also enhances the efficacy of the block itself, reducing its onset and drug doses. This practical volume addresses the needs of physicians dealing with pain management, e.g. anesthesiologists, radiologists, orthopedists and physiatrists, with various levels of experience, ranging from physicians in training to those who already perform peripheral nerve blocks with traditional techniques and who want to familiarize with US-guided blocks.

In this issue of Hand Clinics, guest editors Frédéric Schuind, Fabian Moungondo, and Luc Van Overstraeten bring their considerable expertise to the topic of The Use of Sonography in Hand/Upper Extremity Surgery. Top experts in the field cover key topics such as Flexor Tendons Sonography, Sonography of Carpal Tunnel Syndrome, and Ultrasonography-Assisted Surgical Procedures: Preoperative Evaluation of Thenumus Lesions in Carpal Tunnel Syndrome by Ultrasound; Shear Wave Ultrasound Elastography for Hand Soft Tissue Assessment; and more. Provides in-depth clinical reviews on the use of sonography in Hand/Upper Extremity Surgery, offering actionable insights for clinical practice. Presents the latest research and practice guidelines to the leadership of experienced editors in the field. Authors synthesize and distill the most recent research and practice guidelines to topic-specific, treatment-oriented reviews.

This new edition of this practical multimedia resource shows you how to perform and teach successfully a full range of peripheral and regional nerve blocks. Over four hundred illustrations, the majority of which are in colour, plus online video clips, portray the relevant surface anatomy, the internal anatomy, the ultrasonographic anatomy to vividly depict correct needle placement in real patients. Peripheral Nerve Blocks and Peri-Operative Pain Relief has been extensively updated to reflect changes in contemporary practice. Provides a detailed foundation upon which trainees and practitioners can develop their skills in peripheral nerve block placement. The third section covers truncal blocks, including ultrasound-guided intercostal, supravacuicular, infraclavicular, and axillary blocks and ultrasound-guided distal upper extremity blocks. The latter includes a chapter on the use of ultrasound guidance to help with muscle insertion, the management of regional and topical anesthesia with ultrasound. Provides comprehensive coverage of the full range of regional anesthetic techniques. Each chapter in this new edition is supplemented with practical advice and examples of how to use ultrasound-guided peripheral nerve blocks to its greatest effect. Additional photographs and line drawings reinforce the text with further ultrasound images. The reader is provided with a comprehensive visual guide to not only the approach to and anatomy of specific nerve blocks, but also to the surrounding anatomy, its ultrasonographic anatomy, and its clinical performance. Presents two proven techniques to improve block performance: When used together Speedup coverage of peripheral anatomy in relation to regional anesthesia equipment, set-up, pain assessment, local anesthetic pharmacology, and patient safety considerations for children and pediatric patients.

The revised and expanded second edition is a learning and self-assessment tool for the study of regional anesthesia. The first part deals with the basic principles of regional anesthesia and the equipment used. This is followed by sections on peripheral nerve blocks, central neuraxial blocks and pain. Pediatric regional anesthesia is discussed along with the potential complications of & regional nerve blocks. There are additional MCQs in each section, and new chapters on the anatomy, physiology, assessment and monitoring of acute pain. The book is aimed at those studying for the European Society of Regional Anesthesia Diploma Examinations, regional anesthesia component of FRCA examinations, and examinations for regional anesthesia fellowship. It is also relevant to the regional anesthesia component of US Board examinations and the Canadian fellowships in regional anesthesia. A comprehensive full-color anatomical atlas designed specifically for the anesthesiologist and pain physician A clear understanding of relevant anatomy is essential for physicians who wish to master ultrasound guided nerve blocks. This innovative resource includes high-resolution CT, MRI, cadaver anatomy, anatomical illustrations, and 2D and 3D ultrasound images of the neck, upper and lower extremity, trunk, thorax, thoracic spine, sacral spine, lumbar paravertebral region, and thoracic paravertebral region that are relevant to ultrasound guided regional anesthesia.

Although these effects provide some of this imaging information, this is the first book to systematically and comprehensively gather all the imaging modalities for side-by-side comparison. • Bullet points offer a glimpse at how to obtain optimal ultrasound images at each site • Hundreds of full-color photographs and illustrations throughout Ultrasound-Guided Nerve Blocks: Upper Limb, Second Edition For MAC One of the longstanding challenges to effective nerve block performance has been precise needle placement without visual guidance. Ultrasound guidance has been shown to reduce gueswork and improve accuracy and effectiveness in nerve blocks. Now in its Second Edition, this interactive DVD combines synchronized video and 3-D animation to optimize the block technique in ultrasound localized visualization of the nerve, needle placement, needle advancement, and anesthetic application. A fully interactive simulation of ultrasound-guided peripheral nerve blocks, patient positioning, preprocedural and procedural steps, relevant anatomy and complications of peripheral nerve blocks, are provided via the Expert Consult online platform to demonstrate a full range of nerve block procedures and enables the user to access full video and audio files as well as the guided application of the correct technique to maximize the rapid development of clinical expertise in ultrasound-guided peripheral nerve blocks. The "hot area in regional anesthesia. Includes new techniques and equipment such as Transversus abdominis plane block. Features more than two hours of narrated video clips via the Expert Consult online platform to demonstrate a full range of nerve block procedures and enables the user to access full video and audio files as well as the guided application of the correct technique to maximize the rapid development of clinical expertise in ultrasound-guided peripheral nerve blocks. The "hot area in regional anesthesia. Includes new techniques and equipment such as Transversus abdominis plane block. Provides comprehensive coverage of the full range of regional anesthetic techniques. Each chapter in this new edition is supplemented with practical advice and examples of how to use ultrasound-guided peripheral nerve blocks to its greatest effect. Additional photographs and line drawings reinforce the text with further ultrasound images. The reader is provided with a comprehensive visual guide to not only the approach to and anatomy of specific nerve blocks, but also to the surrounding anatomy, its ultrasonographic anatomy, and its clinical performance. These time-saving tools such as intravenous-to-oral opioid conversion tables and PCA setup guides as well as no-nonsense step-by-step instructions and troubleshooting tips. Nearly 400 figures, consisting of ultrasound images, MRI images, and schematics, have been assembled to maximize understanding of pediatric ultrasound anatomy and its relationship to surrounding anatomical structures. To help the novice user, the book features side-by-side presentations of unlabeled and labeled ultrasound images. Pediatric Atlas of Ultrasound- and Nerve Stimulation-Guided Regional Anesthesia Focuses on common approaches, supplemented in clinical pearls and notes by alternative approaches, and emphasizes dynamic and systematic scanning techniques. It is intended for pediatric anesthesiologists who wish to incorporate regional blockade into their expertise and designed as a reference and resource for all regional anesthesiologists seeking to refine their skills. Unique Selling Points: Internationally renowned experts Discrete sections on pharmacology, principles, and training further the book's use for teaching purposes. It will appeal to both trainees and consultants in regional anesthesia, as well as anesthetic nurses and anesthesiologist practitioners. Presented in the Oxford Specialist Handbook series, it offers practical advice as well as background information in a convenient pocket-sized title. Emergency and Clinical Ultrasound Handbook is a practical reference guide for using ultrasound efficiently and effectively in the emergency department and the clinical setting. It provides the reader with comprehensive, practical guidance on the use of ultrasound for a wide range of procedures, including vascular access, cardiac evaluation, pediatric imaging, and obstetric imaging. The book is organized into several sections, each focusing on a specific area of ultrasound imaging. It covers the technical aspects of performing ultrasound procedures, as well as the clinical applications of these procedures. The book includes numerous tables, figures, and diagrams to aid in understanding the material. It is written in a concise, easy-to-read style, making it accessible to readers with varying levels of experience. The book is an excellent resource for anyone working in healthcare who needs to use ultrasound effectively and efficiently.
This is a multi-specialty work, with contributors representing the fields of emergency medicine, internal medicine, cardiology, critical care, and radiology. Chapters include questions, answers with detailed explanations and references to primary or landmark articles to help better navigate a standardized exam. Questions are written in a case-based format that emulates the ABRIM and NRE board exams, and reviewed by over 800 figures, tables, boxes, and online videos.

Background and Aims: Total hip arthroplasty (THA) lead to severe postoperative pain. Femoral nerve block (FNB) or fascia iliaca block performed at or below the inguinal crease have failed in showing benefit after THA as innervation of the anterior capsule is mainly supplied by more proximal FN branches. We analyze the contribution of ultrasound guided (USG) supra-inguinal FNB (SIFEM) to postoperative pain after THA. Methods: After local institutional approval, retrospective case study was performed enrolling patients aged >70 years who underwent THA and had USG SIFEM. Primary outcome was numerical pain rating scale scores (NPSs). Secondary outcomes included ease in identifying SFM mobility within 24h and opioid consumption. SUPRA-INGUINAL FN TECHNIQUE: With the patient in supine position and the hip extended, a linear transducer is placed transversely at the level of the ASIS to identify iliacus muscle in iliac fossa. The probe is slightly modified medial to the lateral border of the psoas major muscle. The needle is introduced using an in-plane technique from lateral to medial. We used 10-20 ml of 0.25%-0.5% levobupivacaine. Results: Twelve patients were included. Eight had general anesthesia and four spinal anesthesia. Median NPSs (range) were 0 (0-10) in recovery, 0 (0-8) at rest and movement on ward arrival, 1 (1-3) and 2 (0-5) at rest and movement at 12h, 0 (0-5) and 1.5 (0-5) at rest and movement at 24h, 0 (0-4) and 0 (0-6) at rest and movement at 48h. FN was identified in all patients. All patients were able to mobilize within 24h. Conclusions: We describe a novel technique to approach FN above the inguinal ligament. In our patients, this approach was part of multimodal analgesia provided good postoperative management and early mobilization.

Safely and effectively perform regional nerve blocks with Atlas of Ultrasound-Guided Regional Anaesthesia, 2nd Edition. Using a wealth of step-by-step videos and images, Dr. Andrew T. Gray shows you how to use the latest methods to improve the success rate of these techniques. Consult this title on your favorite e-reader with intuitive search tools and adjustable font sizes. Elsevier eBooks provide instant portable access to your entire library, no matter what device you're using or where you're located. Master essential techniques through step-by-step videos demonstrating paramedian femoral block, iliopsoas block, transversus abdominis block, psoas nerve block, subgluteal nerve block, and more. Test your knowledge and prepare for the ABA exam with board-style review questions. Ensure correct needle placement with numerous 3D and long-axis views that clearly depict surrounding anatomy. Update your skills with completely rewritten chapters on Infraclavicular, Neuraxial, and Cervical Plexus Blocks as well as entirely new chapters on Fascia Iliaca, Anterior Sciatic, Transversus Abdominis Plane (TAP), and Stellate Ganglion Blocks. Review a full range of nerve block techniques in an easy-to-follow, step-by-step manner using new quick-reference summary tables. View author-narrated videos and access the complete contents online at www.expertconsult.com; access your knowledge with the aid of a new "turn labels off" feature for each image.

Regional Anaesthesia: A Pocket Guide is an essential companion to the practice of regional anaesthesia for consultants and trainees in the specialty. Filled with practical advice and carefully designed for ease of use, this book is the helpful aid to practice that anaesthetists have been waiting for. The book covers all the major blocks by anatomical region, from the head and upper extremities, to the lower extremities and paravertebral region. The technique for each procedure is prefixed by a breakdown of its difficulty, indications, contraindications, and potential side-effects. Each procedure is also accompanied by a range of high-quality clinical photographs and anatomical drawings that demonstrate the importance of applying anatomical knowledge in practical anaesthetic procedures. Regional anaesthesia is a fast-moving specialty, and this book takes into account recent advances in ultrasound-guided techniques with a strong focus on real-time observation of needle placement. Landmark-placed blocks have also been covered for clinicians without access to ultrasound technology. Regional Anaesthesia: A Pocket Guide is a unique compilation of anaesthetic techniques that offers support and guidance for any trainee or specialist in their every day practice.

Background and Aims: The a201eRudding consensus definition201d describes Complex Regional Pain Syndrome (CRPS) as a201earray of pain conditions characterized by a continuing regional pain that is seemingly disproportionate in time or degree to the usual course of any known trauma or diseasea201d. CRPS can affect any part of the body. A diverse variety of treatments have been described for CRPS, including medical, interventional and surgical approaches. A wide variety of treatment modalities have been described in the latest systematic review, suggesting readers to continue investigating possible treatments for CRPS.Methods: A 50-year-old female presented in our pain department with CRPS type I of the right upper limb producing a frozen shoulder. Severe pain and swelling in the right arm, wrist and hand, which had started within 4 months following a fracture in the humerus, affected functionality and quality of life. After explaining the procedure to the patient and having obtained informed consent, we performed ultrasonography (US)guided interscalene Brachial Plexus block (15 ml ropivacaine 0.2%-0.5% bupivacaine 0.5%) followed by US-guided median and ulnar nerve block at the level of the mid forearm (5 ml ropivacaine 0.5% to block each nerve). Results: The patient reported immediate pain relief. The patient is on a weekly phone follow a201eup for already 38 days and reports decreased sedation and pain scores in the extremity. Conclusions: Complex Regional Pain Syndrome, as a chronic pain disorder, requires a multimodal approach, including brachial plexus blocks. Ultrasound guidance has made distal nerve blocks of the upper limb a safe and efficacious tool to provide effective analgesia.

Roberts and Hedges' Clinical Procedures in Emergency Medicine continues its long tradition of being the most well-known and trusted procedures manual in emergency medicine. The newly revised 6th edition of this classic medical reference has been thoroughly updated with step-by-step Review, Procedure, and Ultrasound Boxes covering the latest equipment, devices, drug therapies, and techniques you need to know for effective practice of emergency medicine. You'll access complete and detailed practice guidelines on exactly when, how, and why to perform all of today's common and uncommon procedures and get the best results. Understand the ins and outs of every procedure you're likely to consider, such as how, why, when, and not to perform them, in addition to other emergency procedures that may be an option. Rapidly review the entire contents online, including brand-new videos of common and complex procedures, at Expert Consult. New procedures and Ultrasound Boxes also serve as a comprehensive mini atlas and are especially useful for less-encountered procedures or those that require complex equipment. Easily apply the latest emergency ultrasound techniques through new Ultrasound Boxes, all of which are expertly written and richly illustrated with photographs of the technique as well as screen captures of the US images. Master today's hottest new procedures including ultrasound for diagnosis of pneumonia; bowel abscess drainage; pediatric fluid resuscitation; and video-assisted intubation. Clearly and efficiently visualize all emergency procedures with a complete overview of figures, now nearly all in full color; new diagnostic images representing multiple modalities; and online-only procedural videos demonstrating key techniques. Your purchase entitles you to access the web site until the next edition is published, or until the current edition is no longer offered for sale by Elsevier, whichever occurs first. Elsevier reserves the right to offer a replacement product (such as a downloadable or CD-ROM-based electronic version) should access to the web site be discontinued.

In recent years, sonography of the peripheral nervous system has gained widespread acceptance. New diagnostic approaches have emerged, and the field of ultrasound-guided interventions has expanded significantly: regional anaesthesia, peripheral nerve blocks, and similar techniques are now frequently performed under ultrasound guidance by anesthesiologists and pain physicians alike. This atlas of ultrasound-guided peripheral nerve blocks provides clinically relevant information on the sonographic identification of nerves, clinical correlations, and practical techniques. Drs. Francis Walker and Michael S. Cartwright discuss techniques for visualizing muscles and clear illustrations. Drs. Walker and Cartwright demonstrate practical applications of ultrasound-guided peripheral nerve blocks, including brand-new videos of common and complex procedures, at Expert Consult. See entire procedures at a glance with the aid of high-resolution MRI scans.

Neuromuscular Ultrasound demonstrates the use of ultrasound as an alternative to electrodoscopy in the evaluation of neuromuscular disorders through detailed descriptions and clear illustrations. Drs. Francis Walker and Michael S. Cartwright discuss techniques for visualizing muscles and nerves without painful testing for better patient compliance and more efficient diagnosis. Color illustration, pearls for the clinician, and ultrasound videos online at www.expertconsult.com, ensure that you'll be able to apply this technology effectively in your practice. Access the full searchable text, as well as video content, online at Expert Consult. Ultrasound in practical anaesthetic procedures. Regional anaesthesia is a fast-growing specialty, and this book takes into account recent advances in ultrasound-guided techniques with a strong focus on real-time observation of needle placement. Landmark-placed blocks have also been covered for clinicians without access to ultrasound technology. Regional Anaesthesia: A Pocket Guide is a unique compilation of anaesthetic techniques that offers support and guidance for any trainee or specialist in their every day practice.
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